
 

NEXT INSTALLMENT THE START OF 
SOMETHING REAL   

EDIT:  FIRSTLY, in the first installment I said that tires 
are in the kit, unfortunately this not the case at all. There 
are no tires and they do need to be purchased, the site I 
was reading was translated and I mixed myself up. So I 
apologies for any inconvenience.   

 

BUILD PRICE RUN DOWN 
The prices below are, at of time publication, are retail prices so far on the build, and i will add each, parts 
price and part # number, for ease of ordering for yourself. Trying to keep the buy list as local as possible 
to support local and interstate shops.    
 
 
 
STANDARD 3RACING PARTS LIST 
 
           NBH 02 99711977 
  
           http://www.nbhc.com.au/sakura-fgx/ 
 
           1x 3Racing Sakura FGX F1 Kit           ( SKU-SAKURA-FGX)                                         $109.00 
 
 
TOTALS-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------     $109.00 
 
 
 
HOP UP 3RACING PARTS LIST        
             

 ( don’t much care for web purchases but sometimes when in need ) 
 
http://www.rcmart.com/3racing-sakura-c-595_1419_1539.html 
 
 What I thought was a good  start for spares listed in green 



TIP:  I  recommend the steering upgrade for the build  
             
            1x 3Racing Ali steering system                       (FGX-322/PK)                                          $18.90 
           1x 3Racing Plastic parts E                                    (FGX-105)                                             $6.50 
            2x 3Racing Rear wheel set                                   (FGX-121)                                            $5.40 
            2x 3Racing Front wheel set                                  (FGX-120)                                             $5.40 
            1x 3Racing Plastic parts F                                      (FGX-106)                                           $6.50 
            2x 3Racing Gear Diff O-Rings set                        (SAK-65E)                                             $2.50  
 
 
TOTALS---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   $45.20 
 
 
EXOTEC - UP GRADES FOR FGX F1 
 
            NBH  02 99711977 
 
This will be used in the first upgrade installment of this build   
 
             
            1x Exotec Fgx F1 Chassis conversion kit            (Exo-1186)                                           $95.00 
 
 
TOTALS---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------    95.00 
 
 
 
SERVO 
 

         Dave 03 97435444 
 
 
             1x Savox SG 1251 MG                           ( call or pop in)                                                       $79.00
 
 
TOTALS---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------         $79.00
 
 
 
BATTERIES 
 
 
              INTENSE RC  
 
2x Intellect 4400MAH 50C 7.4V LiPo’s      (INTL4400-2S-P5 )     $75.00 each                          $150.00 
 

  TIPS:  Hard packs are required for racing purposes, do not buy soft packs 
because they are cheaper, there are cheap hard packs out there, I just prefer these.  Shorty packs are 
pace savers in the chassis too.  



  #   It is important to also consider weight distribution when finishing the electrics in an F1 car  as 
this can effect cornering and give it a twitchiness feel, in quick changes of direction e.g.: chicanes and a 
crabbing effect  in a straight-line  
 
 
 
ESC AND MOTOR  
 
 
This combo has been purchased but shall be used on the first upgrade installment of this build   
 
 

          03 97435444 
 
            
 1x NOVAK Club Sensored Brushless System-17.5T (#3330)                                       $145.00 
 
 
 
TOTALS--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  $145.00 
 
 
 
THINGS I HAVE ALREADY   
 
 
1x SPECTRUM DX-3R and small pro on road SPECKRUM receiver as this is so small fits anywhere to 
save on space 
 TIP:  Any 2 channel radio can be used to start but you may want to upgrade check with listed shops or 
your own local for brands and prices, A radio can be a personnel feel and weight preference   
  
1 x AMB Transponder placed on top plate up front  
TIP:  most clubs would have club transponders so this is not a great necessity for now, prices range from 
$ 80 secondhand to 140ish new   
 
1X Recycled ESC Combo out off drifter good cheap way to get use to the F1 
TIP: If you have an old drift or even touring car lying around with good ESC and MOTOR, start with it, 
save the money to upgrade to better later 

 

 
Below is the combo i’ll be running in the F1 series, after my initial start with the drifter combo, you may 
wish to buy this combo if you want, or you can source one preferred by yourself. 

Perfect for the beginner to sportsman alike as it is EASY, EASY, EASY, to use, no headaches. Generally 
in 1/8th Electric Buggy Off Road, HOBBYWING is my weapon of choice, but seeing interest at a low price 
is what where after, initially,  this system is a goer for me. 

 



HERE’S THE SITE RUN DOWN   

 

  

 The new Novak Club Sensored Brushless System-17.5T (#3330) features a quality-built speed control 
for 1S and 2S LiPo applications, and a 540-size, 17.5-turn brushless motor. The Novak Club System is 
ideal for all popular RTR or 1/10th scale on-road or off-road vehicles, including popular 2WD short-course 
vehicles. The Novak Club Sensored Brushless ESC (#1852) is also available and is compatible with all 
popular sensored 540-size and 380-size sensored brushless motors. You can now join the excitement of 
club racing with a quality system, without breaking the bank! 

ONE-TOUCH AND GO!™  
The Novak Club ESC features Novak’s newest breakthrough for the club racing market: One-Touch and 
Go!™. Simply complete the One-Touch programming and the Club ESC is ready to run! No adjusting, 
tuning, or customizing. Novak has taken input from our team drivers, racing customers, and our test team 
to select one of the most universal, throttle profiles to date. This means you have nothing to worry about 
or tune on your ESC. Novak has done all the hard work for you, and has customized the ESC for optimal 
non-timing spec or  “blinky” class racing. That’s right, an ESC that is race-ready AND easy to use! The 
Novak Club Brushless System is also factory wired with heavy-duty, gold-plated, battery and motor plugs 
for easy and quick installation. .  

Thermal Protection – The ESC keeps tabs on its core operating temperature and will back down its 
power to prevent the ESC from overheating.  

On-Board Temperature Diagnostics – With a quick tap of the One-Touch™ button, multi-colored LEDs 
will indicate how hot the ESC is for instant temperature information. 

Low-Voltage Protection – The ESC monitors the LiPo battery pack voltage and will cut off the power 
when the voltage falls below the critical safety voltage. 

Motor Lock-Up Protection – If your drive train or motor becomes bound up or jammed, the ESC will 
detect this and cut the power to prevent damage. 

Heavy-Duty BEC – Ready to handle upgraded servos. 

NovaBrakes™ – Novak’s exclusive braking system for responsive and extremely powerful brakes. 

Fan/Accessory Output – Easily plug in running lights or a cooling fan. 

Rebuildable Motor Design – Allows for easy replacement of motor components such as rotor, bearings, 
or adding an upgraded rotor. All motor replacement parts are available and easy to find.  



NOW ON WITH THE BUILD OF THE FGX F-1 
 
Unfortunately, my camera has decided not to work 
and my phone camera is not good enough for photos 
for here so I’ve had to pirate pictures to explain  

   

 

 

 

After unpacking and some internal debate in my head, this build will be a build using the stock FGX F1 kit 
and set up,  

( In saying this though, I will be installing the HOP UP ALI STEERING BLOCK, as I think it’s a better 
system and stronger, I will also be strengthening known weak factory parts ) 

The kit seems well done and things don’t look cheap, they have put some time on the 
MANUFACTORING  

For a car at this price I was really happy with its finish. 



 Manual is slightly hard to read, I found a ruler on the page where you’re at helps pin point where you are 
on the page, as there is Chinese or Japanese as well on the page, I think there is just so much on the 
page of each part of the build. 

As with top range kits, each stage of the build is bagged and numbered, making it abc construction. Just 
read, follow, complete, but take your time, slow and steady wins the race, the more time you put in the 
more time the car will give you.  

TIP:  Before starting your kit any RC kit really, it pays dividends to purchase a battery hand drill, the small 
grip handle type BOSCH about $70.00,pictured –- OZITO which I have and it’s been a ripper bunnings 
$39.00, and it came with an angled tip head 

  

. 

MOTOR AND ESC: 

 With the motor and ESC I will start off using a re-cycled combo out of a Tamiya drifter, off  the shelf at 
home making this build even cheaper to start with, and then go from there, this way I stay in the starter 
range and get use to driving this class of rc racing. 

 Using tips from sites found on our very own F1 site--     

http://www.rcformula1.com.au/index.php/articles/5-3-racing/60-fgx-build--review    

  I will follow some of these build tips , which, mixed with my own experience, will just make the build  
sooooo much easier, saving me time, so I can be up and running much sooner, which is a good thing, 
BECAUSE, not far off,  is the Victorian 4 round  F1 series,  i would like some kind of practice and set up 
play with the FGX F1 before entering a new styles of RC RACING 

There are a lot of sites around with changes in strengthening parts and the like. Based on alot feedback 
on forums in the US, I’ll be trying the most common ones out,  as a strong racing F1 car is what I am 
after, so if it’s cheap and works, I say do it to save headaches and disappointments later. 

 

KITS SCREWS AND BEARINGS 

The screws the FGX F1 kit came with aren’t too bad in quality, to be honest, 2mm button head hex 
screws found typically in expensive high end kits. This is a good thing shitty screws means more in costs 
to get better quality ones, it is well known, the cheaper the car the cheaper the screw, not in this case. It 
is good to get them for your spares kit anyway; you can just throw away bad ones later, instead of 
replacing them before building. 

TIP: A screw kit made for the car makes life easy or you can source from a local bolt supplier, just take 
the sizes with you, taking your manual helps 

The kit comes with full race bearings, typical size of 5x10mm and 5x8mm. This is surprising given the 



cheap price of the car, again I thought I’d be replacing them from the start, not even using them in the 
build, but they seem fine for my first few runs with it, and I’ll again check the wear later. Bearings will 
ensure your r/c car runs smooth, fast and minimal wear to gears and parts, grease all steel to steel areas.

I use PLAIG RC BEARINGS, 

  

http://www.plaig.com.au/store/index.php?cPath=40&osCsid=29d3c2419cd43f44e001624b9c1f0c3d  

PLAIG  are my off road bearing sponsor, so when these go PLAIG RC BEARINGS are the go, when 
replacing them, I’ll have some  F1 bearing sets for all F1 Kits at the F1 meetings so if you would like to try 
them, come and see me, or the link above gets you to the web site.   

 

TIPS: The kit ball bearings are packed with grease. To reduce friction, soak the bearings overnight in 
WD40 to remove the grease. Then lubricate each bearing with a couple of drops of Mobile 1 synthetic oil. 

Something I have never done as in off road I want the grease in. On road is different it seems, so I’ll do it 

   #: Coat any steel on steel with a small smear of high speed grease or graphite if you have it saving on 
wear.  

These photo’s used from ---  

http://www.rccartips.com/3racing-fgx-f1-rc-car-review.htm 
DIFF AND REAR END 

The FGX F1 uses a satellite geared differential. Pretty much based on the off road style used, so again 
on brainer. This is a good idea as it requires less maintenance than a ball differential, if built correctly. 
(There is the upgrade to ball diff and it is recommended as I wrote earlier, but I will initially stay with 
geared diff for now), I’ll play with the oils, to get it right for me, and tracks. 

Being plastic geared it saves on weight in the differential, less force taken out of the drive line for quick 



acceleration, so metal would be to heavy ( this could cause problems in wear, but shall keep an eye on 
them during rebuilds for excess wear ),  they’d be cheap , but we don’t want to be replacing these all the 
time. This will reveal itself at a later date. 

TIP: Top row of gears are the untouched plastic gears. Below you can see the areas where they had 
been sanded flat with 600 grit sandpaper. This is to ensure smooth gear meshing and better gasket 
sealing with minimal chances of an oil leakage.  

An oil filled gear diff gives more tuning options depending on thickness of oil used. Take your time, it took 
me around an hour to prep and build. 

The FGX has a lot of gears in the transmission. It is important to ensure these gears are 100% parallel to 
each other so that gear mesh will be smooth. Again to the point above, less force taken out of the drive 
line for quick acceleration, If you don’t get everything parallel you’ll create drag and uneven wear to 
gears, bearings, the whole drive line really. 

 



TIP:  IMPORTANT  Make sure the aluminium motor mount is perpendicular to the chassis to ensure the 
spur gear shaft will be parallel to the idler gear 

 

SHOCK BUILD 

I found that after building the shocks they seemed to be binding or in easier terms the shaft movement 
felt restricted when pushed in and a stalling movement out in the rebound. While reading build tips, i 
remember, the same happened, so the fix was sorted no loss of grey matter.. 

 

TIP:  Notice the black spacer has excess plastic from the moulding process, this is what caused the shaft 
to bind. Removed this and, the shocks will be silky smooth. I used the #700 oil that came with the kit. 

Key to a fluid smooth shock movement is to make sure that, no, air is trapped in the oil. Pour in the oil to 
about half full, pump the shaft a few times, making sure not to push the piston out of the oil, as this will 
create heaps of small air bubbles, pushing up and down the shock shaft,  gets all the air bubbles out from 
under the piston, and to rise to the surface.  

I have a standard practice of, after filing the shocks all the way to the top, to leave them sit for half an 
hour, pushing the shaft up and down occasionally to make real sure to get all the air out, then completing 
the shock build. 

. 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 



 

TIP: This is a very handy tip when letting the shocks sit, use an old magnet to keep the shocks in an 
upright position while waiting for the air to rise to the surface 

 

TIP: The shocks mount on 4mm aluminium ball ends. These use 1.5mm allen hex to screw to the 
chassis. I suggest you first tap the chassis with 2mm allen head button screws. Then it would be easier to 
screw the 4mm ball ends. 

.  

.FRONT END  

Now to the front end. AGAIN, Based on feedback on forums, the A-arms are fragile. As with info gained i 
will strengthen the parts that are weak as well,  I’ll show you what i have done in the  next instalment, but 
for now a pirate copy of their fix... 

TIP: If you’re planning using the stock upper arms, Using old or worn 1.5mm allen wrenches to reinforce 
the arms are used. These are super glued, then covered with hot glue, then covered with a black shrink 
wrap, Keeping with the F1 style look and hides the ugly gluing that came happen.  

I have ordered the EXOTEC top arm upgrade, and lower arm brace, when they arrive as it ended up on 
backorder, i will be fitting it to the F1, in the first upgrade the F1 gets, this hop up will also give me greater 
camber change range, and added strength to boot. See the photo’s below. 



 

 

http://www.exotekracing.com/fgx-adjustable-front-arm-set/ 

 

 

 

Another reported weak area has been the kingpin. There is an area near the middle of the kingpin where 
it is thin in order to put an e-clip. 

 

TIP:  Install the kingpin upside down so that with weak part is enclosed inside the steering knuckle. That 
should help prevent breakage. Or simply replace with kingpins from a Tamiya F104 which is much 
stronger. 

The front suspension design is the typical and similar to the Tamiya F104. Small coil spring in the kingpin. 



The kit supplied spring did feel hard and I will replace it with a soft spring as a starting point. Also it would 
be a good practice, coating all the kingpins with a light coat of grease to provide  a small dampening 
effect. 

 

WHEELS AND TYRES 

Now to tires, I have apologised for earlier reporting of missing tyres in kits, this not the case, the tyres are 
suppose to be missing, you will need to purchase these, which is a bummer because I have none didn’t 
order them at this stage so, behind the eight ball I go, will use 1/10th tyres to give it, its first run in the car 
park, won’t give me the proper feel but it will be going.  

The FGX – F1 uses a different hex size, to other F1’s, 

 Hex Size: 
 
FGX = 12 mm 
F103 = 14 mm 
F104 = 14 mm,  

And the wheel diameter and offset are different to the popular Tamiya F104 

 Wheel Diameter: 

FGX (kit rims) = 39 mm 
F103 (rubber and foam) = 36.5 mm 
F104 (rubber and foam) = 44 mm 

I can do a back yard job and change it over to TAMIYA, but that’s not going to happen at this stage, it 
may later as it will give me a better range of tyre combination to play with, more than what’s currently 
available for the FGX - F1  
 
 

What will fit are the Tamiya F201 rims and tires, plus HPI F TEN and aftermarket wheels and tires such 
as those mentioned before and below. 

 

  

TYRES  



Pit Shimizu rubber tyres, these tyres will work with your FGX. 

FRONTS........ #PS-0571 Soft slick 

                      # PS-0561 Soft (GROOVED)  front full insert 

REARS......... #PS-0575 Soft slick rear with shaved insert (4 air gap)  

                     #PS-565 (GROOVED) soft  rear with shaved insert (4 air gap)  

 

RI
DE rubber tyres,  

FRONTS....... 24005 H1 (M) 

                     24006 H2  (H) in very hot conditions summer buy 

                    24008 S1 (SS) 

                    24009 S2 (SS) 

REARS......   24007 H1 (M) 

                    24010 S1 (SS) 

 

 

Another in car video for your viewing 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=IV9tkKa4M3A 

 

So for now that’s it, TIME ON BUILD--- 5hrs, on and off, once the glues dry in the strengthened 
areas,  the rest will be completed, time to back away, with the write up and build, its due.  

Next time the pictures will be my photo’s up on the pages, ENJOY your build, I am so FAR ! 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 


